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QUESTION 1

A retail company runs a number of stores with matching assortments. What options in SAP Retail are available for
mapping this? (Choose two) 

A. You can create a general assortment and assign the stores to this assortment. 

B. You can use assortment modules to list the articles in the local assortments of the stores. 

C. You can use assortment modules to list the articles in the local assortments of customers. 

D. You can list the articles in the local assortment of a reference store and assign the other stores to the reference
store. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following are the prerequisites for automatic total planning for the articles in a distribution center? (Choose
two) 

A. There must be entries for the articles in the planning file. 

B. The articles must have a valid purchase price. 

C. The Requirements planning indicator must be set in the site master record of the distribution center. 

D. Rounding profiles must be assigned to the articles. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

In which of the following ways are goods handled with SAP Retail in the distribution center for the flow-through
procedure? (Choose two) 

A. In recipient driven flow through, goods are posted to a storage location for putaway. 

B. In article driven flow through, goods are moved from goods receipt directly to goods issue. 

C. In recipient driven flow through, goods are picked using outbound deliveries. 

D. In article driven flow through, goods are picked using distribution orders. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

In the SAP Retail system of a company, the article master Bathtub is created in different variations (color and size). 
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Which of the following functions would you use to assign different prices for different variations of the bathtub? (Choose
two) 

A. You would use an appropriate pricing profile. 

B. You would assign a separate price to each variant. 

C. You would use the inheritance of the generic article price. 

D. You would enter the price of the generic article in the price matrix. 

E. You would use the price entry list. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

You plan to offer seasonal articles for sale in the stores on a specific date. You order the articles from an external
vendor. The vendor delivers to the appropriate distribution center, from where the goods are distributed to the respective
stores. 

In which sequence do you carry out the process steps? 

A. Define assortments - Create purchasing list - Generate order list items - Generate allocation table - Generate
purchase order 

B. Generate allocation table - Generate purchase order - Define assortments - Create purchasing list - Generate order
list items 

C. Define assortments - Generate allocation table - Generate purchase order - Create purchasing list - Generate order
list items 

D. Define assortments - Create purchasing list - Generate order list items - Generate purchase order - Generate
allocation table. 

Correct Answer: D 
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